Tankoa and Exclusiva Announce 236-Foot Concept Yacht

Progetto Bolide will be unveiled at the Monaco Yacht Show.
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The first rendering released of the Progetto Bolide. Courtesy Tankoa

Tankoa Yachts and Exclusiva Design, both in Italy, have announced a 236-foot concept yacht known for now as Progetto Bolide.

It's the first superyacht project for Exclusiva. Full details of the design are expected to be announced at the Monaco Yacht Club in September, during the Monaco Yacht Show.

"When we first met with the Exclusiva people, we were all wondering about what sort of project they were willing to submit us with, as we all know designing a building or even the highest luxury mansion has nothing to do with a boat," Tankoa CEO Euro Contenti stated in a press release. "Surprisingly, they did not submit us with a design but with a long list of what they considered the modern yacht of tomorrow should come with, and could not be found on the market today."

About Exclusiva Design: The firm has worked with Gazprom, Ferrari China and various heads of state.